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We study the logic of Peronist interventionist polices and the beliefs that support them. Instead of
a comprehensive approach, we focus on three elements. First, we study beliefs and values about the
economic system present in Peron’s speeches during the period 1943-55. Second, we study survey
data for the 1990’s on the beliefs of Peronist and Non Peronist voters in Argentina and Democrat and
Republican voters in the US. While income and education suggest that Peronists (in relative terms)
look like the American Democrats, their beliefs and values suggest that Peronists are the Argentine
equivalent of the Republicans. Third, given that these beliefs are non-standard (for economists) we
present a model formalizing some of their key aspects (for example, the idea that there is something
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the  increased  presence  of  the  State  the  economy  was  the  norm,  both  in  Argentina  and  in  other 
countries. But there are other factors that have made Peronist policies attractive to voters for such a 
long period of time, even if they have contributed to its relative material decline. In this paper we focus 









(see  for  example,  Piketty,  1995),  it  seems  that  Peron  is  focused  on  the  influence  of  actors  (elites, 
foreigners) and how they can corrupt authorities and change the income of Argentines (as in Di Tella 









Argentina  and  Democrat  and  Republican  voters  in  the  US.  While  Peronist  have  low  income  and 
education relative to the opposition (so that they look like the US Democrats), their beliefs and values 










possibility  that  they  are  sub‐optimal  from  a  narrow  material  perspective,  but  that  they  may  be 




minimum  possible  wage,  whereas  the  other  type  of  firm  “cares”  for  the  worker.  Even  with  few 
“altruistic” firms, the equilibrium might involve no exploitation, as long as there is sufficient amount of 
competition.  With  monopsony  power,  the  “good”  equilibria  break  down  and  there  is  scope  for 
regulation (of the kind proposed by Peron in his speeches) that generates first order welfare gains 
(beyond Harberger triangles). We note that a firm might be exploiting workers even if it is paying the 
























































































































Unfair Society  61  80  51  25 
Ratio  0.64  0.25  0.96  3 






Run by a few big Interests  71  95  76  68 
Run for all  29  5  24  32 




Party.  (2)  “Laziness”  is  the  fraction  of  these  groups  answering  “They  are  poor  because  of 
laziness and lack of willpower” to the question “Why in your opinion are there people in this 
country who live in need?”, whereas “Unfair Society” is the group answering “They are poor 
because society treats them unfairly”. (3) “Run by a few big interests” is the group giving that 
answer to the question “Generally speaking, would you say that this country is run by a few big 
interests looking out for themselves, or that it is run for the benefit of all the people?” 31 
 
 
 
Table III: Beliefs in Argentina and the US: Peronists look like Republicans 
  Argentina 
Ratio 
(Peronist/Non‐Peronist) 
United States 
Ratio 
(Republican/Democrat) 
Poor are Lazy 
2.6=0.64/0.25 
0.64=39/61; 0.25=20/80 
3.1=3/0.96 
3=75/25;0.96=49/51 
Workers should follow 
instructions 
1.6 
=0.81/0.51; 45/55;34/66 
2.4 
=3.35/1.4, 77/23;58/42 
Run by few big interests 
0.1 
=2.4/19; 71/29;95/5 
0.7 
=2.1/3.2, 68/32;76/24 
Jobs for Men instead of women 
2.1 
=0.59/0.28, 34/58;20/71 
1.3 
=0.37/0.3, 23/63;21/71 
More respect for authority 
4.4 
=15/3.4, 75/5;54/16 
2.2 
=28/12, 84/3;75/6 
More importance of money 
0.5 
=3.3/6.5; 66/20;72/11 
0.8 
=9.6/11, 67/7;70/6 
Acceptable to cheat 
1.9 
=4.9/2.6, 83/17;72/28 
1.2 
=6.1/4.9, 86/14;83/17 
Competition good 
1.2 
=1.2/1, 55/45;50/50 
2.1 
=2.7/1.3, 73/27;57/43 
Note: Note: (1) Peronist (Non‐Peronist) is the sub‐sample of Argentines that declare an intention to vote 
for the Peronist Party (Any party that is not the Peronist Party). Democrats (Republicans) is the sub‐sample 
of Americans declaring an intention to vote for the Democrat (Republican) Party. (2) Definitions of beliefs in 
the appendix. 32 
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